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During the course of most of Russia's turbulent history, czars ruled. The story of these men and

women - as diverse as the lands they governed - is, in many ways, the story of Russia itself. From

the birth of the Kievan state in the second half of the ninth century to the murder of Czar Nicholas II

and his family in 1918, historians James P. Duffy and Vincent L. Ricci trace the long and twisted line

of imperial rule in Russia, offering many insights into the uses and abuses of absolute power, as

well as a glimpse at world history through the eyes of those who made it. The Czars is a vital page

in the literature of Russian history.
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There is a tendency, when writing of the history of a nation, to focus on the actions of rulers of that

nation. American history books tend to divide American history by presidents, while British books

differentiate the eras of British history by kings and queens, and later prime ministers, Chinese by

dynasties, and so on. This approach is understandable since while kings and emperors may not

have as much control over the events of the nations they rule as they would like, their reigns do

provide convenient dividing points between periods and eras. Still, there is often a lot going on that



has little to do with the actions of any rulers and a history focused on the ruling class risks

overlooking many factors and events in the country's history.This approach may be more justified in

the case of Russian history, than in the histories of most other nations. For much of its history,

Russia has been ruled by a strong, centralised government with political power vested in one man

or woman, the Czar. The personality of Russia's Czar was the most powerful influence on the

development of the Russian nation. Russia only became a unified nation when the earliest Czars

were able to establish control over the unruly boards and the Orthodox Church, become strong

enough to defeat the invading Mongols, Poles and Lithuanians and take the title of Czar. The history

of Russia is the history of its Czars.The Czars by James P. Duffy and Vincent L. Ricci tells the story

of Russia's czars, from their messy beginnings as the Vikings who raided, traded, and then settled

the vast Russian lands to the murder of Nicholas II at the hands of the Bolshevik revolutionaries. It

is a fascinating story, well told by the two authors.
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